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Proposed transparency requirements for intermediaries -

Will the list be updated?

a tax scheme routed through an EU listed country will be
automatically reportable to tax authorities.
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low taxed) shareholdings as part of the Dutch participation

The list will be updated at least once a year based on the
continuous monitoring of listed jurisdictions, and those that

affiliated individuals that add no or limited value. If on

exemption regime.

Future planning
balance the tainted income of CFC's results in a loss, the

Member States have agreed on a set of countermeasures

have made commitments to improve their tax systems.

which they can choose to apply against the listed

Member States may also decide to screen even more

countries. These include measures such as increased

countries in 2018. An interim report will be prepared by
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monitoring and audits, withholding taxes, special

mid-2018 to assess progress made.
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The exit charge included in ATAD1 basically consists of
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two elements. Firstly, corporate income tax is charged on a

progresses more clarity will emerge.

capital gain (i.e. difference between the fair market value

documentation requirements and anti-abuse provisions.

loss is not included in the Dutch corporate income tax base

Exit Charge

A CFC is a subsidiary (a) in which the taxpayer – without or

and the book value for tax purposes) of an asset at the

together with affiliated companies or an affiliated individual

time the asset is transferred cross-border. Secondly, upon

– has an interest of at least 50% of the (i) nominal paid-in

request of the taxpayer, the corporate income tax on a

capital, (ii) the voting rights, or (iii) profits, and (b) whose

capital gain is deferred and becomes payable in five

income is not subject to taxation that is reasonable

annual and equal installments.

according to Dutch standards. Taxation is considered
reasonable according to Dutch standards if it results in

With respect to the first element, the Dutch Corporate

taxation against a corporate tax base, in line with Dutch

Income Tax Act 1969 already includes provisions that

standards, and has a tax rate that amounts to at least 50%

trigger taxation of a capital gain upon the transfer of an

of the applicable Dutch tax rate (whereby income of a

asset abroad. In this respect, Dutch corporate income

permanent establishment is not taken into account if that

taxation already meets the requirements of ATAD1. With
respect to the second element, the Dutch Tax Collection Act

